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RECRUITERS - Do not contact us. 
 
EDUCATION AND EXPERIENCE REQUIRED 

 Prior litigation paralegal experience of two to four years. 
 Applicable knowledge of motions, discovery, evidence, litigation documentation, 

pre-trial and trial rules and procedure, court rules and procedures, practices, etc.  
 Highly organized with ability to juggle multiple deadlines in a fast-paced 

environment 
 Strong writing and communication skills along with attention to detail 
 Extensive computer and database expertise 
 Proficiency in Word, specifically formatting. 
 Proficiency with state and federal filings, including e-filings. 
 Proficient with task code and insurance carrier billing. 
 Paralegal associates degree or other relevant certification 

 
GENERAL SUMMARY 
IMMEDIATE HIRE – Looking for skilled Litigation Paralegal to assist attorneys in managing 
their practices; any other secretarial-related tasks that may arise. Managing the 
administration on each assigned case, managing upcoming tasks, researching assigned 
judge and noting court rules. This desk covers 1-2 attorneys. A successful candidate will be 
able to provide assistance during all phases of the litigation and trial process including 
legal research and document filing.  
 
PRIMARY FUNCTIONS 

 Conduct claim investigation, legal research and initial case assessments 
 Tendering claims for defense and indemnity 
 Draft pleadings, motions and appellate documents and filing them with the court 
 Maintain pleadings and discovery indexes 
 Organize exhibits, documents, evidence, briefs and appendices 
 Aid attorneys with interrogatories and other discovery requests 
 Provide assistance with case settlements 
 Prepare shells for litigation documents, that include Macros. 
 Prepare simple correspondence as needed or requested—Review all final projects 

to ensure package is complete and correct, i.e., check exhibits, captions, proofs of 
service, etc. 

 Ensure that the handling attorney reviews the final product before mailing, and that 
the handling attorney receives a copy of the final version via an email of Worldox 
links on the same day the packet (i.e., the pleading) goes out. 

 Prepare pleadings (if directed by attorney) as a result of mail or if items come up on 
calendar—for example, Demand for Designation of Experts, Expert Designations 
(with attorney input), Request for Trial de Novo, Notice of Posting Jury Fees (and 
submit to court), Notice of Orders, Demand for IME, pre-trial Supplemental 
Interrogatory. 
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 Coordinate and arrange depositions. Arrange for court reporter, interpreter, and 
conference rooms as needed. Set up pre-deposition meetings with clients (with 
attorney input). Ensure proper notification of all parties in depositions. 

 Handle requests regarding calendar conflicts, setting, canceling or renoticing 
depositions, as well as requests for continuance of depositions. Check your voice 
mails/ emails frequently and at the attorney’s request, check their voice mail/email 
when out of town or out of the office. Respond to all attorney emails within a 
reasonable time. 

 Identify and review all mail received, and ensure all applicable calendaring is 
completed. Handle routine mail items on behalf of attorney (as authorized or 
directed by attorney) such as preparation of letters regarding deposition notices or 
original transcripts, advising of trial dates, forwarding of discovery requests to 
clients, etc. Handle and process incoming and outgoing mail, hand deliveries and 
faxes: Calendar and distribute promptly upon receipt. 

 Check calendar for appearance, reminder items, etc. for the following day and 
ensure attorney has appropriate file/documentation. 

 Ensure all cases are closed properly once settled or dismissed. May include 
preparation of letters to carrier, court, opposing counsel, and also notification to any 
retained experts or vendors such as court reporters. Prepare and/or ensure 
completion of Release and Dismissal, ensure dismissal is properly signed, filed with 
court and that an endorsed copy is received. Ensure proper receipt and forwarding 
of settlement monies. Ensure return of all original documents to client/carrier, 
including filed dismissal and original executed release. Request reimbursement of 
any deposits advanced in litigation, i.e., opposing expert fees, etc. Ensure internal 
and outside vendor notification of closure so that final billing preparation can begin 
(via closing memo). If closing a file where a judgment has been entered, prepare, file 
and/or record Acknowledgment of Satisfaction of Judgment (if applicable). Ensure 
attorney is aware of all correspondence and filings prepared. 

 Act as a liaison for all attorneys needs/requests and ensure their completion. 
 Understand and possess thorough knowledge of the functions of the firm's 

hardware and software. 
 Train on word processing equipment and all updates to equipment and software 

added thereafter, including TOAs and TOCs. 
 Attend scheduled meetings. 
 Maintain current knowledge of state and federal rules of court and specific 

courtroom procedures affecting counties in which files are venued. 
 Maintain updated and accurate case lists for each assigned matter. 
 Submit invoices to accounting for approval and give to business office for payment, 

following firm protocols. 
 Provide receipts for all checks written, including specialized receipts from experts 

that include an itemization of the charges and obtaining the address, phone number 
and Tax I.D. number for office manager. 

 Bill hours in task code and insurance carrier format. 
 

JOB CONDITIONS 
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Extended hours may be required during periods of high workload and flexibility in daily 
work schedule around breaks and lunch period due to attorney requirements. 
 
Job Type: Full-time 
 


